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SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORK SOLUTIONS

SMALL PARCEL AND LTL 
SHIPPING

Integrated Multi-Carrier Shipping System

AUTOMATE FROM ORDER ENTRY THROUGH DELIVERY  
Achieving a streamlined business process from order entry through delivery is becoming 
more challenging by the day: rules and regulations from the major carriers (FedEx, 
UPS, USPS) are in a constant state of flux, LTL rates are all over the map and customer 
expectations continue to expand in today’s fast-paced global business climate. You can 
use the carriers’ systems, but that puts your personnel squarely in charge of determining 
the lowest cost means of delivery.

Our solution is a multi-carrier shipping system designed flexibly to fit anywhere in your 
organization:

 � Integrated into an automated, high volume warehouse environment
 � Standalone within your mailroom
 � Running from your user’s desktops – either standalone or integrated with your ERP

The system was built using the latest in Microsoft .NET and Silverlight technology, de-
signed for scalability, and tuned for maximum performance in high volume applications.  
HighJump Ship allows you to maximize cost savings by leveraging carrier selection with 
the multi-carrier rating engine.

Our solution helps you reduce your shipping costs, improve your shipment reliability, track 
every shipment, and maintain valuable key performance metrics.  You can improve your 
customer service while driving out operational costs.

FEATURES  

��  Automate From Order Entry 
Through Delivery

�� Powerful Carrier Rating Server 

�� Extensive Carrier Compliance 

�� Intuitive User Experience 
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THE HIGHJUMP TEAM IS HERE TO HELP! 
If you have any questions regarding HighJump or how our products can improve 
your business, our passionate team is here for you. 

Call us today at 800.328.3271. or email info@highjump.com
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ABOUT HIGHJUMP
In almost every industry, buyers are becoming 
more fickle, and more demanding. For logistics 
executives, effectively meeting buyer needs 
has become a relentless quest for speed and 
agility. Traditional supply chain solutions – siloed, 
complex and hard-to-implement – no longer 
suffice, as competitors find ways to deliver goods 
faster and more profitably.
 
In this “now” economy, HighJump helps you 
stay agile, with adaptable, connected solutions 
that harness the power of your trading partner 
community. From the warehouse to the storefront, 
from the desktop to the driver’s cab, we can 
help you achieve new levels of supply chain 
responsiveness, performance and profitability. 
 
HighJump’s suite of warehouse management, 
business integration, transportation management, 
and retail/DSD solutions form a complete, 
powerful and adaptable platform that allow you to 
drive growth, customer satisfaction and revenue. 
HighJump: supply chain accelerated.

POWERFUL CARRIER RATING SERVER 
At the heart of any multi-carrier shipping system is the rating server.  Our shipping 
solution is no exception.  Our server is designed for high volume, reliable shipping, and 
comprehensive carrier compliance – with the flexibility to scale from a single workstation 
to an enterprise level solution with multiple servers, load balancing and high availability 
to meet even the most advanced requirements. 

EXTENSIVE CARRIER COMPLIANCE 
Our solution is certified by all the major parcel carriers.  It has passed the USPS MAC 
certification and is a registered Confirmation Services and Express Mail Manifesting Ven-
dor application. It provides a UPS Ready solution for worldwide parcel shipping as well as 
UPS Freight and UPS Mail Innovations extensions.

And, our solution doesn’t stop there!  It is a FedEx Compatible Solution, supporting 
worldwide shipping of FedEx services, including FedEx Freight and FedEx SmartPost.  
Plus DHL, Canadian carriers, LTL and Regional carriers like Spee-Dee!

INTUITIVE USER EXPERIENCE 
It’s not enough to be robust – you have to be easy to use.  The innovative user interface is 
delivered in a browser, but acts like a familiar Microsoft Office solution that you use every 
day.  From a simple means to rate shop and ship to end of day close and paperwork cre-
ation, our framework makes it easy to train your team to take advantage of your shipping 
solution.

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE DETAILS 
Our solution can help you lower your costs, improve your customer service, meet global 
shipping requirements, and drive operational efficiencies in your business.  Isn’t it time to 
start?


